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Under the right circumstances, outsourcing your marketing can be one of 
the smartest decision you’ll make with your business strategy.  Whether you 
are looking to compliment your existing team’s efforts or are fully outsourcing 
your marketing efforts, hiring a team of marketing experts can be a powerful 
solution. A reputable outsourced marketing firm can bring a depth of 
expertise and library of lead generation deliverables that an internal hire will 
be unable to match.  Before jumping in, however, you’ll need to be equipped 
with the right questions to ask the firms you are vetting so that you finish 
with a winner versus a lemon. With that said, we have come up with seven 
key questions to ask during the dating process that will greatly increase your 
chances of long-term outsourced marketing success versus ending up with 
a firm that crashes and burns after an agreement is signed. 

How will we be 
communicating?
Make sure the team you 
select is leveraging the 
appropriate tools and 
technology to blend in 
with your team.

How do you plan on 
quantifying our 
marketing efforts?
Request a list of measurement 
and tracking tools they intend 
to use to measure their 
marketing efforts.

How much turnover is 
there on a typical team? 
A high employee turnover 
rate can cripple your 
growth efforts and stop 
any marketing 
momentum in its tracks.

What are you doing to 
grow your own company? 
Hiring an outsourced 
marketing firm that isn’t 
growing its own business is 
like hiring a health coach 
who isn’t in shape.

Who will be dedicated 
to my account?

Request bios of the team 
assigned to your 

organization and request 
an in-person meeting to 

ensure there is a fit. 

What is your track record 
of driving results?

Hire a firm that has a 
record of driving results 

and be sure to ask for 
specific examples and 
3rd party references.

What training is your team 
receiving to stay current?

Make sure your 
outsourced marketing firm 

is providing its team with 
the cutting edge training 

necessary to stay current.
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1. how will we be communicating?
If you plan on allowing someone else to spearhead your marketing efforts and speak

on behalf of your brand, it’s imperative to be kept in the loop. How transparent
are they going to be with you when it comes to their efforts? Do they intend on
checking in with progress updates once a day, once a week, once a month? Will it be
via phone, email, video chat in person meetings? Is there a clear process that’s been
built around this communication or is it casual? In our experience, casual is not good
and you will end up having to chase vs. being led. You should also ask what project
management tools and platforms the firm is using to collaborate with your team. Are
they using Google Drive or Basecamp to file share and collaborate with your team or
are they randomly sending you files via email? While you should not micromanage
your newfound marketing team, it’s crucial to expect a structured communication
process that supports a healthy transfer of ideas and feedback. Without this, they will
feel like a vendor you are chasing versus a partner that blends well with your internal
team.

2. how do you plan on quantifying our marketing efforts?
In today’s digital world, marketing firms have access to the dashboards, tracking tools
and analytics software necessary to fully measure all of your marketing spend. In our
experience, many firms, however, are hesitant to track and measure their efforts. Why
put yourself on the hot seat with measuring marketing ROI if the client is not
demanding full transparency of all deployed marketing initiatives? Some questions you
should ask include the tracking tools they will be using, how they will be presenting
the results of their efforts (a basic Word document vs. built out Excel spreadsheet vs.
a high end dashboard software) and what key performance indicators (KPIs) they will
be consistently measuring and reporting on. Some examples of KPIs include: Cost per
Lead, Cost per Acquisition, and Return on Ad Spend. To be sure they’re diligently
measuring the tactics they implement, consider requesting a list of measurement tools
that their team is currently utilizing for their existing clients, which tools they plan to
use for your campaign, as well as which metrics will be used in the reports they

present to you.
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3. how much turnover is there on a typical team?
A high employee turnover rate from the team dedicated to your account can cripple 
your growth initiatives and stop any momentum you might have enjoyed. Imagine 
spending six months bringing your outsourced marketing team up to speed on the 
nuances of your industry and growth efforts and then having to start over with a new 
team member replacing the person that left. In the marketing world, this reality 
happens far too often. While there are no guarantees of someone staying with you 
for the long term – whether it’s an internal hire or a member of your outsourced 
marketing team – you should pro-actively ask what the firm’s employee retention rate 
is. Make sure to be specific by asking how many employees have left the company in 
the past 12 months and what the average duration of employment for members of 
the staff. You should also ask what they are doing to ensure they have engaged, 
happy and productive employees. Is it a marketing sweat shop environment or are 
the firm leaders actively investing in their team? Most importantly, who wants to work 
with a company whose team is not passionate about what they do? I doubt they will 
be doing their best work for you and going the extra mile to ensure your marketing 

objectives are being met.

4. What are you doing to grow your own company?
While it’s paramount to fully understand what your outsourced firm will be
doing to grow your organization, make sure they’re effectively growing their own 
company first. If the outsourced marketing firm you’re trusting to drive leads and 
grow your company isn’t growing their own business, then how can you expect 
sufficient results? That’s like hiring a health coach who isn’t in shape. Questions you 
should ask include; “How are you driving leads, what marketing channels are you 
leveraging, what are your top performing channels, and are you using the same 
channels and tactics you’re recommending to our own firm? The final kicker question 
should be “How much are you spending on marketing for your own efforts?” If the 
answer is “very little”, then you should be suspect. How can they justify you spending 
money on marketing if they aren’t seeing value in doing it for themselves? Perhaps 
they feel like it won’t drive results? Bottom line: make sure to work with a marketing 

firm that’s walking the walk.
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5. What training is your team receiving to stay current?
In addition to company growth, discover whether or not the firm’s employees are
experiencing growth themselves. With the marketing landscape evolving at lightning
speed, marketers need to stay ahead of the curve and on top of the modern tools,
tactics, and technologies that are evolving and sprouting up everywhere. A mastery

of digital tactics that was sufficient last year now might be dated and not nearly
as effective. Given this reality, you need to make sure the marketing firm you are
partnering with is providing their team with the cutting edge training necessary to stay
current and fresh. If regular training isn’t offered to their employees, is it realistic to
expect modern concepts to be brought to you as you move forward with your
relationship? Just remember that if your hired marketers aren’t progressing, your

marketing won’t either.

6. What is your track record of driving results?
A way to quickly cut to the chase when being sold by an outsourced marketing firm’s

salesperson on the benefits of working together is to ask a simple question:
“What results have you driven for clients you’ve worked with in the past?” If the
answer is stumbling, defensive or not quantifiable, hit the pause button and look
elsewhere. You need to also make sure that the answer is very specific and not
generalized. For example, rather than the reply being, “Why yes of course we drive
results and we have many happy clients who love our work”, it should instead be
packed with specific examples of driving top line growth. A good answer could be,
“Over the past 3 years, we have driven double digit annual revenue growth with 75%
of our clients. We also have dozens of client video testimonials speaking to our
impact, multiple 5-star Google reviews of our work and a Results section of our
website that highlights the lead generation and revenue growth we have achieved for
our clients over the years.” Also note that if they can’t highlight 3rd party verification
of their claims, be wary. Lastly, ask for a few references of existing clients so you can
hear directly from the horse’s mouth versus having to trust a salesperson who is

eager to close a deal.
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7. Who will be dedicated to my account?
While you might have fallen in love with the initial sales person who sold you, he/
she is most likely not going to be leading your marketing efforts once an agreement
is signed. Before signing an agreement, you should ask for the bios of the team
assigned to your organization and request a phone call or in-person meet and greet
to make sure that there is a personality fit and also a level of competency that you
were promised. You should also ask who your day-to-day point person will be and
who will be performing most of the work. Oftentimes, both roles are delegated to
a lower level team member who is not equipped with the experience nor expertise
needed to drive your marketing efforts.

About TribalVision:
TribalVision is a full-service digital marketing agency that provides outsourced marketing services to organizations 
that are looking to accelerate top-line growth. TribalVision is focused on utilizing its clients’ marketing budgets as 
efficiently as possible – ensuring that every dollar spent maximizes awareness, drives meaningful brand 
engagement, and generates sales. With over 10 years in the market and a team of 65+ full-time strategists, 
marketers, creatives, and digital specialists on staff, TribalVision is a turnkey solution that equips organizations with 
the resources and knowledge needed to accelerate top-line growth and reach their full growth potential.

TribalVision specialties include: 

Lead Generation, Strategic Planning, Branding & Creative Services, Internal Communications, Web Strategy, User 
Experience Design (UX), Digital Media Management, Social Media Marketing, Paid Media Management, Campaign 
Planning, Search Engine Optimization (SEO), Search Engine Marketing (SEM), Marketing Automation, CRM and 
Marketing Tech Stack Consulting.




